Metropolitan Transportation Commission

Operations Committee

June 12, 2020

Agenda Item 4j

Purchase Order – Traffic Data Roadway Analytics Suite: INRIX, Inc. ($99,500)
Subject:

Request for approval of a purchase order for Traffic Data for FY 2020-21: INRIX,
Inc. (INRIX) ($99,500).

Background:

INRIX offers a web-based platform (referred to as the INRIX Roadway Analytics
Suite) that provides real-time and historical transportation analytics data
generated from trillions of aggregated data points. Staff has direct access to the
data for many MTC initiatives such as Vital Signs, freeway operational analyses,
and congested segments analyses. County Transportation Authorities, counties,
cities, and consultant partners throughout the region also have direct access to the
data because MTC’s license agreement with INRIX allows MTC to provide
regional partner public agencies and their consultants access to the platform.
MTC first entered into a sole source purchase order under Executive Director
Authority with INRIX for the INRIX Roadway Analytics Suite in 2016 in the
amount of $200,000, and entered in another purchase order in 2018 for $200,000.
The proposed purchase order for $99,500 would bring the total amount of the
services purchased from INRIX to $499,500 over a period of five (5) years. The
two prior separate purchase orders and the proposed purchase order each fall
under and comply with MTC policies and Executive Director Authority.
However, for transparency, staff is seeking Committee approval for the proposed
purchase order in the amount of $99,500 within the larger context of the
combined dollar amount of the purchase orders.
INRIX is neither a disadvantaged business enterprise nor a small business
enterprise.

Issues:

None.

Recommendation:

Staff recommends that the Operations Committee authorize the Executive
Director or designee to negotiate and enter into a purchase order with INRIX in an
amount not to exceed $99,500 for the web-based services described above.

Attachments:

None.

Therese W. McMillan

REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE APPROVAL
Summary of Proposed Purchase Order

Consultant:

INRIX, Inc.
Kirkland, WA

Work Project Title:

INRIX Roadway Analytics Suite

Purpose of Project:

To provide access to the INRIX Roadway Analytics Suite for one (1)
year.

Brief Scope of Work:

Provision of INRIX Roadway Analytics Suite to support data-driven
transportation analytics for MTC and regional public partner agencies.

Project Cost Not to Exceed:

$99,500

Funding Source:

STP

Fiscal Impact:

Funding is included in the MTC Fiscal Year 2019-20 budget.

Motion by Committee:

That the Executive Director or designee is authorized to negotiate and
enter into a sole source purchase order with INRIX, Inc. as described
above and in the Operations Committee Summary Sheet dated June 12,
2020, and the Chief Financial Officer is authorized to set aside $99,500
for such purpose.

Operations Committee:
Dave Cortese, Chair
Approved:

Date: June 12, 2020

